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ABSTRACT: Cu is the only monometallic electrocatalyst to produce highly reduced products from CO₂ selectively due to its intermediate binding of CO. We investigate the performance of polycrystalline Cu for the electroreduction of CO in alkaline media (0.1 M KOH) at low overpotentials (-0.4 to -0.6 V vs RHE). We find that polycrystalline Cu is highly active at these potentials. The overall CO reduction rates are comparable to nanostructured forms of the material, albeit with a distinct product distribution. While nanostructured forms of Cu favor alcohols, polycrystalline Cu produces greater amounts of C₂ and C₃ aldehydes, as well as ethylene.
Electrochemical reduction using renewable energy is emerging as a promising mean of recycling carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) from point sources or ambient air into useful chemicals.$^{1-3}$ This way, the anthropogenic carbon cycle can be closed and our dependence on fossil energy sources to produce fuels and commodity chemicals can be reduced. The successful implementation of this technology requires development of electrocatalysts that can produce the desired product(s) efficiently and selectively.$^{1,2}$ Examples of useful products are energy-rich compounds such as hydrocarbons and oxygenates that can be used either as fuels or commodity chemicals.$^1$ Multi-carbon (C$_2+$) products are of special interest, due to their high energy density.$^4$ Moreover, unlike C$_1$ products such as methanol, they are particularly challenging to synthesize via thermally activated CO or CO$_2$ reduction methods.$^5$

Copper is the only pure metal that can convert CO$_2$ into highly reduced and C-C coupled products in significant amounts.$^6,7$ This process, however, requires large overpotentials, and a large number of compounds are produced. In order to make this process suitable for large scale energy conversion, significant improvements are necessary. One approach is to use a tandem system whereby CO$_2$ is reduced in two stages: (i) reduce CO$_2$ to CO followed by (ii) further reduction of CO to more energy-rich products.$^8$ Several catalysts, including nanostructured Au,$^9-11$ Ag$^{12}$ and transition metal doped, nitrogenated carbon,$^{13-15}$ are highly selective and moderately active for the first step. For the second step, Cu based materials are the only catalysts to reduce CO at significant rates and with reasonable selectivity.$^{16}$ In particular, works led by Hori$^{16}$ and Koper$^{17}$ showed that C$_2$ products are favored under more alkaline conditions; subsequent theoretical works suggested that C-C coupling barriers are lower at high pH.$^{18,19}$ Moreover, increased surface roughness generally seems to favor the production of C$_2$ products, such as ethylene from CO$_2$.$^{20-24}$ Here, it is worth pointing out the significant difference in performance between aqueous half-cell measurements and experiments performed in real devices.$^1$ In aqueous electrolytes, CO$_2$ and CO reduction is limited by the low solubility of the reactant gas.$^4$ One
means of dealing with this issue is to conduct experiments on gas diffusion electrodes, which are not completely submerged in the electrolyte.\textsuperscript{25,26}

Building upon the earlier findings regarding CO reduction on Cu electrodes, Kanan and co-workers showed that oxide-derived, nanostructured copper has a high (geometrically normalized) activity towards CO reduction at low overpotentials in 0.1 M KOH.\textsuperscript{8} It exhibited high selectivity towards ethanol, with a maximum Faradaic efficiency of 43\% at -0.3 V vs. RHE. The authors attributed the activity to a high density of grain boundary surface terminations.\textsuperscript{8,27} A study from our own laboratory showed that the CO evolution activity was strongly correlated to the presence of a site – presumably undercoordinated – with exceptionally strong interaction with CO.\textsuperscript{28} Other groups have also reported that stepped or kinked surfaces yield higher proportions of oxygenates, relative to hydrocarbons, from CO\textsubscript{2} or CO reduction.\textsuperscript{29–31} This phenomenon is likely related to the more favorable free energy pathway for aldehyde reduction to alcohols on high index Cu surfaces than on terraces.\textsuperscript{32}

Oxide derived-Cu evidently has a complex surface chemistry;\textsuperscript{27,28} moreover its porous morphology is likely to yield mesoscopic transport effects during CO reduction, especially given the involvement of soluble intermediates such as acetaldehyde.\textsuperscript{33–35} On the other hand, the chemistry of CO reduction on polycrystalline Cu should be simpler; on that basis, it could be used as a robust benchmark for activity measurements. To the best of our knowledge, there are only two reports in the literature that quantify the activity and selectivity of planar polycrystalline Cu for CO reduction in 0.1 M KOH.\textsuperscript{28,36} Even so, there is significant variability between those two reports, as described in more detail in the supporting information (Section S3 and Figure S1). This leads us to the focus of the current investigation, which is to establish the following: \textit{What is the activity of polycrystalline Cu for CO reduction, a viable benchmark for this reaction on copper based electrodes? How does it compare in terms of activity and Faradaic efficiency to literature data on nanostructured copper materials?} On the basis of our current understanding, we aim to establish the reasons for the fundamental differences in
catalytic performance between polycrystalline and nanostructured Cu. Consequently, we investigate CO reduction on polycrystalline copper foils between -0.40 V and -0.59 V vs. RHE, i.e. at potentials more positive than previously reported for this material. We report appreciable activity and selectivity to CO reduction across this potential range. We also show that the total CO reduction current density of polycrystalline copper is comparable to that of oxide-derived copper, when normalized to electrochemical surface area (ECSA).

Figure 1. Faradaic efficiency (a) and mean partial current density (b) from chronoamperometric CO reduction performed in CO saturated 0.1 M KOH at -0.40, -0.50 and -0.59 V vs. RHE. Data represent the average of 3 individual measurements, and error bars indicate ±σ. Inset: Chronoamperometry traces from representative measurements at each potential. Measurements were carried out until a certain charge was reached (0.5 C at -0.40 V, 1.5 C at -0.50 V and 4.0 C at -0.59 V).
Activity and product distribution from CO reduction on polycrystalline Cu. We carried out short-term (~30 minutes) chronoamperometric CO reduction measurements at three different potentials, i.e., -0.40, -0.50 and -0.59 V vs. RHE (all potentials are referred to this scale in the following) in CO-saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte using a glass H-cell. The resulting Faradaic efficiencies and partial current densities for the individual products are shown in Figure 1a and 1b, respectively. Within the uncertainty of our measurements, we could account for a 100% balance of charge with products detected, including both H₂ and compounds derived from CO reduction. We observed that the Faradaic efficiency towards CO reduction increases from 40% at -0.40 V to 56% at -0.59 V. Consistent with earlier reports on oxide-derived Cu, only C₂⁺ products are formed under these conditions. The two major CO reduction products are propionaldehyde (with a maximum of 18% Faradaic efficiency at -0.50 V) and ethylene (30% at -0.59 V). The other CO reduction products are ethanol, 1-propanol, acetaldehyde and acetate. The rates towards alcohol production are particularly high at the most negative potential, -0.59 V where the concentration of 1-propanol exceeds the detection limit of our analytical equipment. Notably, we measured significant CO reduction partial current densities, up to 1.2 mA cm⁻² at -0.59 V.

Another important observation is how the product distribution changes with the applied potential. Among the oxygenated compounds, aldehydes are formed primarily at the more positive potentials, while alcohol formation becomes more prominent at -0.59 V. Several studies, including results from our group, show that acetaldehyde is an intermediate in the production of ethanol. Hori et al. reported that propionaldehyde could be reduced to 1-propanol on polycrystalline copper strongly suggesting that also the C₃ aldehyde is an intermediate in alcohol formation. It seems that applying -0.59 V instead of -0.50 V accelerates aldehyde conversion to alcohols. It is worth noting that aldehydes are challenging to
detect in alkaline solutions using routine NMR spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{33,37} However, our use of static headspace-gas chromatography (HS-GC) enables us to measure these compounds with high sensitivity.

Figure 2. Comparison of mean partial current densities for CO reduction on polycrystalline Cu, oxide derived Cu and Cu nanoparticles. Oxide derived Cu is normalized with respect to both geometric and electrochemically active surface area. The results from the current study are the same that are shown in Figure 1, and are compared with data adapted from (A) Hori et al.,\textsuperscript{36} (B) Verdaguer-Casadevall et al.,\textsuperscript{28} (C) Feng et al.\textsuperscript{27} and (D) Li et al.\textsuperscript{8} The bottom orange point represents the result from a sample after deactivation, for which detailed data are shown in Figure S2. We have summarized the roughness factors we used for the ECSA normalization in Table S2, obtained from each of the relevant studies. We assume that the polycrystalline Cu electrodes have a roughness factor of 1.

Comparison with literature data for polycrystalline Cu and nanostructured Cu. Figure 2 compares the total CO reduction current densities of this work with some results from relevant studies reported in the literature. An interesting comparison can be drawn between the results from this work and previously published data from oxide-derived Cu and Cu nanoparticles. It seems that nanostructured electrodes reach mass transport limitations for CO reduction at potentials just cathodic of -0.30 V to -
0.35 V. By extrapolating the first two to three points of the data that are normalized to electrochemical surface area (ECSA), it seems that these lines would roughly coincide with the polycrystalline data from the present work. This suggests that the activity towards CO reduction for nanostructured copper is actually similar to that of polycrystalline copper. Thus, according to our data, there is no significant difference between the CO reduction activity of planar polycrystalline Cu and nanostructured oxide derived Cu: the high current densities of the oxide derived Cu – when normalized to geometric surface area – are due to the exceptionally large roughness factors of 39 or higher. This important observation shows that nanostructuring is not a prerequisite for high CO reduction activity.

There are significant variations in product distribution between the two types of materials. An example of this is the difference in ethylene production. Polycrystalline copper shows significant selectivity to ethylene at all potentials measured in this study, in particular at -0.5 V and more cathodic. On nanostructured copper, on the other hand, ethylene is not produced in significant amounts, probably because these catalysts are mass transport limited in the region where hydrocarbons are normally produced.

At the same time, oxygenates are almost exclusively produced from CO reduction on nanostructured electrodes when not mass transport limited. It has been shown for CO₂ reduction that oxygenates are generally produced at lower overpotentials than hydrocarbons. This points towards the different potential regions accessible on planar and nanostructured surfaces as a likely reason for the variation in oxygenate selectivity. The high ECSA of the nanostructured electrodes allows for measurements at lower overpotentials, since the larger geometric current density allows for adequate product analysis even though the ECSA-normalized current density is low. On the other hand, such electrodes reach mass transport limitations already around -0.35 V, as discussed above. As a result, the potential range accessible to measurements is distinct from planar electrodes. It is also evident that nanostructured oxide derived Cu yields higher selectivity to energy-rich alcohols than planar
polycrystalline Cu.\textsuperscript{8,33} We attribute this phenomenon to two effects: (i) oxide-derived Cu has more strong-binding undercoordinated sites, which are more effective at reducing aldehydes to alcohols, as discussed in the introduction, and (ii) the porosity leads to enhanced retention of aldehydes, accelerating their reduction to alcohols. We would like to emphasise that the low ECSA of polycrystalline Cu makes it an unsuitable CO reduction catalyst for commercial purposes. However, we consider it provides an excellent, simple-to-reproduce benchmark. Moreover, it is of critical interest to establish the differences between it and nanostructured forms of Cu in order to design improved catalyst materials.

When comparing the individual studies on polycrystalline copper, it can be seen that they differ significantly from each other. For instance, our present results show significant CO reduction activity for polycrystalline copper between -0.40 V and -0.59 V, whereas the results of an earlier collaboration between our group and Kanan and coworkers showed little to no CO reduction activity at potentials between -0.50 and -0.90 V on similar electrodes.\textsuperscript{28} We speculate that these differences could be caused, at least partly, by the longer duration of the measurements in that study. They were carried out for 2-3 hours, a period in which the electrodes in the current study experience significant deactivation. We mainly attribute this deactivation to poisoning by silicon from the glassware, as discussed in detail below. In Figure 2, we show a data point from a measurement carried out on an electrode that had already been deactivated in argon-purged electrolyte (chronoamperometry trace and Faradaic efficiency are shown in Figure S2). Its activity is much closer to the data from Verdaguer-Casadevall et al., suggesting that those data could have been affected by silicon poisoning. In addition to the studies mentioned above, Koper and coworkers also investigated CO reduction on polycrystalline Cu. They observe formation of ethylene between -0.35 and -0.60 V on polycrystalline Cu, but with insignificant overall current densities.\textsuperscript{4} The authors use online electrochemical mass spectrometry (OLEMS) for product analysis: this technique is highly sensitive to gas phase species; however, it is challenging to use
it to yield quantitative measurements of reaction rates. On that basis, we have not included it in Figure 2.

In general, the low ECSA of planar electrodes makes them far more susceptible to poisoning by impurities than their nanostructured counterparts with a more favorable electrode area/electrolyte volume ratio. When studying the intrinsic behavior of low surface area electrocatalysts, we recommend keeping the measurement time as short as possible, so that the effect of any impurities that might be present is minimized. For CO₂/CO reduction measurements, the measurement duration is normally limited by accumulation of liquid products above the detection limits of the analytical equipment used.

Another reason for the discrepancies could be differences in initial electrode surface structure. In Figure S3, we show that different batches of copper foils from the same supplier can give significantly different features in CVs under inert gas conditions. This is reflected in the CO reduction activity shown in Figure S4, where the foil that exhibits more (100)-like features shows higher CO reduction selectivity, in particular towards ethylene formation. Several groups have shown that the surface orientation of copper electrocatalysts can have a significant effect on CO reduction performance. Thus, we conjecture that the surface orientation of different polycrystalline foils could also vary significantly, hence affecting the catalyst activity.
Figure 3. CO reduction measurements at -0.52 V in CO saturated 0.1 M KOH. (a) Chronoamperometry trace for measurement stopped at 6 C charge. (b) Concentration of the liquid products ethanol, acetaldehyde and propionaldehyde as a function of total measurement charge. (c) Concentration of the individual gaseous products as a function of total measurement charge. Note: 1-propanol and acetate are not shown in (b). 1-propanol was not produced in concentrations above our detection limits at this potential, and acetate was measured using NMR spectroscopy, which was not carried out for these measurements. Acetate is a minor product quantified to ~1% Faradaic efficiency in other measurements. Each data point in (b) and (c) represents data from an individual measurement. Lines have been added to guide the eye. The corresponding duration of each measurement is shown in Figure S6b in the Supporting Information.

_Deactivation for extended measurements._ Using our current experimental setup, it is challenging to maintain the activity of Cu for extended periods of time. Representative chronoamperometry traces...
for short-term measurements are shown in the inset of Figure 1b. The high CO reduction activity that we described above is relatively stable over the course of ~30 minutes at all three potentials. A minor loss of activity can be observed at -0.40 V and -0.50 V, while the measurements at -0.59 V are completely stable. Significant deactivation occurs on a longer time scale, however (current density as a function of time for the same measurement is shown in Figure S5, total CO reduction partial current density for each point is shown in Figure S6b). For the measurement shown in Figure 3a, the initial current density decreases by almost 80%. At the same time, a strong shift in product distribution can be observed. In Figure 3b and c, the development of product concentration with total measurement charge is shown for liquid and gaseous products, respectively. The H₂ concentration increases linearly with accumulated measurement charge. On the other hand, at the point where the current density starts rapidly decreasing, the concentration of the CO reduction products ethylene, acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde and ethanol reaches a plateau. The slope of the H₂ concentration would, in principle, be expected to increase when deactivation starts, due to an increase in Faradaic efficiency. A minor leakage of H₂ for measurements longer than ~30 minutes could be the reason that this is not the case.
The observed catalyst deactivation could be caused by several effects, including i) changes in the elemental composition of the surface due to accumulation of impurities,\textsuperscript{43–47} ii) the electropolished Cu surface undergoing a structural transformation under reaction conditions,\textsuperscript{30,39,48} and/or iii) self-poisoning of the surface by reaction products/intermediates, as shown previously for other reactions, e.g., by Heinen et al. for the electrooxidation of ethanol.\textsuperscript{34} In order to investigate possible impurity deposition of the electrode, we performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies after the CO reduction measurement. In Figure 4, we show XPS spectra of the Si2p region measured on copper electrodes after different electrolysis times. For short-term measurements, where significant deactivation has not yet occurred, little or no Si can be detected on the surface with this technique. For longer measurements, however, the Si2p line is clearly visible, suggesting that there might be a correlation between the presence of Si and the deactivation. Mayrhofer et al. showed that Pb and Si, derived from glass corrosion under alkaline conditions, can poison reactions such as O\textsubscript{2} reduction on Pt.\textsuperscript{43,44} Since we are using glass cells for these measurements, it is a plausible reason for the deactivation we see. Figure S7 shows a survey spectrum of an electrode after long-term CO reduction. No clear lines of other possible metallic contaminants are present.

To investigate whether self-poisoning by aldehydes contribute to the observed deactivation, we added acetaldehyde and propionaldehyde to Ar-saturated 0.1 M KOH and carried out chronoamperometry measurements at -0.50 V. We chose aldehydes for this measurement as a result of our previous observation that acetaldehyde undergoes spontaneous organic reactions in alkaline solution, including polymerization.\textsuperscript{33} The resulting trace is displayed in Figure S8. Initially, an increased current density can be observed, suggesting that the aldehydes do not immediately poison the surface.
The electrode does, however start losing activity after ~30 minutes, similarly to the long-term CO reduction measurement shown in Figure S5. In order to elucidate if restructuring of the electrode under reaction conditions occurs, and influences the activity, we also investigated the behavior of the electrode when kept at -0.50 V in Ar-purged electrolyte, before switching to CO. The resulting chronoamperometry trace and the respective product distribution are shown in Figure S2. After an initial activation, the H₂ evolution current starts to deactivate as well. After switching to CO, the initial activity is significantly lower than right after electropolishing. Furthermore, only small amounts of CO reduction products could be detected. These experiments together suggest that self-poisoning by reaction intermediates is not causing the deactivation. They do not, however, conclusively show if silicon poisoning or restructuring are causing it, or a combination of both effects.

In this study, we investigated the activity and product selectivity of polycrystalline Cu for the reduction of CO at low overpotentials in alkaline media. We measured more than 50% Faradaic efficiency for CO reduction, primarily due to the formation of C₂ and C₃ aldehydes and alcohols, as well as ethylene. A comparison of data from this study with results reported previously in the literature indicates that polycrystalline Cu can yield comparable CO reduction rates to oxide-derived, nanostructured Cu. Even so, oxide-derived Cu favors the production of highly-coveted energy-rich alcohols; we attribute this difference to a higher abundance of undercoordinated sites and decreased mass transport within the pores of oxide derived Cu. In summary, by performing bulk electrolysis measurements using three different analytical chemistry techniques, we demonstrate that planar polycrystalline copper exhibits equivalent activity for CO reduction to state-of-the-art nanostructured catalyst materials. The enhanced current densities afforded by nanostructured surfaces are only due to the large surface area. Future studies should focus on improving the intrinsic activity of Cu.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A more detailed description of materials used (Section S1) and experimental details (Section S2) can be found in the Supporting Information.

Polycrystalline copper electrodes were cut to a size of 5x10 mm, and a piece of copper wire was attached. The electrodes were electropolished in 30% phosphoric acid and rinsed thoroughly with MilliQ water. The procedure was carried out immediately before the electrode was mounted in the custom made H-cell. The electrolyte was purged with CO for 15 minutes at 30 sccm. The ohmic resistance was measured using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 85% of the Ohmic drop was compensated for in the EC-Lab software, with post-measurement correction applied to account for the final 15%. A Hg/Hg₂SO₄ reference electrode was used for all measurements, converted into the RHE scale by calibration against the onset of H₂ evolution/H₂ oxidation on a Pt electrode. CO reduction was carried out in batch measurements. Chronoamperometry was carried out until a certain amount of charge was passed. For short-term measurements the values for total measurement charge were 0.5 C at -0.40 V, 1.5 C at -0.50 V and 4.0 C at -0.59 V. The average current from a measurement was used in later analyses. After chronoamperometry, 250 µL of the gas mixture was injected in the GC. Liquid product analysis was performed using HS-GC and NMR spectroscopy following the protocols from a previous publication. XPS was performed using an Al Kα X-ray source. An Ar flood gun was used for sample charge neutralization.
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